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The meeting was called to order at 10.20 a.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 9 (continued)

GENERAL DI:BATE

Mr. ACEVEDO PERALTA (El salvador) (interpretation from Spanish) :

Mr. President, may I first congratulate you on your well-deserved election, which
indeed guarantees the effectiveness of the work of the forty-third session of the

General Assenbly and which is a great honour for Argentina, C'\ country with which we
are united by ties of fldendship and 80lidar ity. We are certain that your

outstanding per~onal qualifications and keen understanding of Latin American and
world problems will lead to success in the work of the Assembly in its quest for

concrete solutions at all levels of international life, which is today more than

ever before filled with challenges, hopes and new ideals.

I am also very pleased to greet Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar,

under whose leadership the United Nations has indeed demonstrated its ability to

deal wi th very important international problems wi th regard to the maintenance of

peace and security. I take special pride in congratulating him on the recent award

of the Nobel Peace Pr ize to a courageous group of men devoted to peace who work

within the structure of the Organization. Central America - which was similarly

honoured last year when the Prize was awarded to a great Central American, a keen

advocate of similar idP.als, Mr. Oscar Arias Sanchez, Presidant of the sister

RepUblic of Costa Rica - wishes today to pay a well-deserved tribute to these

dedica ted guardians of peace.

El salvador has Cbne its part. When in 1984 Jose Napoleon Duarte, the first

freely elected President of El Salvador in more than 50 years took office, my

Government set for itsel f a very clear and precise goal: to establish delOOcracy in
the country as the basis and the principle for the long journey towarJs peace,
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difficulties and cruel vicissitudes.

(Mr. Acevedo Pera1 ta,
El Salvador)
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country, a country whose image has largely been formed as one of a strugqling

be in the future of El salvador the ally practical way in which to develop a new

The philceophy and plan of action of this man of unflinching will is and will

President Duarte outlined the plan that will br 1ng El salvador out of its former

people aware of its historical commitment to achieve its own ideals. Thus,

stage of backwardness and alienation into an era of de11Dcratization, participation,

• " .' ,.-., ,L, 'J .... _,., ~

awareness of the problems and sacr !fioes this entailed at a crucial stage of our

President Duarte took al the responsibility of leading El salvador in full

to his Christian con\.ictions and principles. Since then he has devoted all his

emphasized. I wish to refer to him not only as a statesman but also as a man who
is at this time undergoing great personal tt ial and tr ibulation.

Pres iden t of the Republic - whcee manda te is to end on 1 June 1989 - mus t be

The hard work and will of a visionary statesman, Jose Napoleon Duarte,

formidable challenge, but he has faced up to it without respite, deeply conmitted

history characterized by poll tical repression and social utheaval. This was a

energies towards completing the mission he undertook, despite the most varied

and participatory society - the society most Balvac.brians desire~

its aspects; it is a viable component of the strengthening of our free, pluralistic

reconciliation and social justice. Almost five years later, in the final stages of

process the Government of El 5alvac.br initiated is of great historical

a convulsive and difficult constitutional exercise of titanic dimensions, we can

before had been able to develop. This progress is part of our national task in all

signi ficance, since it brought about opportuni ties for action which had never

JSM/jl

say with dignity, mission accomplished. This is because the dynamic dellDeratic
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pacification, humanization, economic revitalization and internationalization of
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(Mr. kevedo Peral ta I

El Salvador)

·1,

dialogue, not of conflict.

Those are the moving forces, the ideas and the strengths that will continue to

prevail un tU the final consolida tion of the poli tical landscape in El Salvador.
The praxis of this programme is a unique challenge, because the application of
these principles requires overcoming the forces of the extreme right and the

extreme left while keeping a precarious centrist balance - what the President has

termed, "treading the cutting edge of the blade or walking along the edge of a
precipice ".

This is Duarte's contribution at this most difficult juncture for our

country. This is the challenge; this is the philosophy we must prollDte in the

midst of misunderstanding and external aggression. 'lO democratize a society

enmeshed in a crisis with so many components and variables is indeed a formidable
task.

But matters are now in the hands of the Almighty, a President and his courage,
a people and a Government which have closed ranks in order to ensure the

application of those principles. A great deal remains to be done, but what has

been done wi th regard to each and everyone of these principles has in sum yielded

tunnel.

we see misunderstanding and destruction; and when we look closer we see a narrow

continue to work with the same strength as our President. It) doubt, in retrospect

,..,'

...," .... r··d '> ••. ";i:-"':":'r't6' t)...-::,,:L· rj.e·;.. ··~~~,· ::), .... .!1i\;w:",.;;~'.•;it?i?f·.;,d;:.;;,~·.<:D.~::".~\ ,i.'<'
.. ).",... r

security , is the appropriate forum from which to draw attention to the situation

This forum - whose main task is the se4rch for international peace and

an outstanding result; democracy, freedom and participation in a true social and

and difficult path,; but when we look ahead we see thl! light at the end of the

humanistic context. This is a concrete legacy, a leqacy of hope which impels us to

·',..
i!):':;"~.;· ;
;.'1.'"-,:-" ~.'>,~
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Therefore, this forum must, as it has always done, firmly reject

law can contribute to lasting peace and security for all.

poli tiea1 and ideological groups. We believe that only tolerance and the rule of

anti-democratic theses based on viclence and terrorism and reaffirm the princi~les

separate from the army, the product of free elections with the participation of all

and a system of government in which there is plurality o~ interests in an open

expression of the popular will in the establishment of a Government clearly

in my country and in Central America in general. In both cases there is a need for

society that tolerates differences and promotes fundamental freedoms and the values

broad understanding of the efforts to regain the path of democracy as a way of life

JSM/jl

. of non-intervention and self-determination, co-operation and respect for the
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(Mr.. keved:) Per 81ta,
El salvador)

In this ccntext and within the framewor.k of these principles, which are basic
to this august institution, the United Nations, I must, in all fairness, repeat

that the Government of El salvador has endorsed the option ..nich allows and

promotes political, economic and social democracy, respect for hUI1lml rights, both

of the individual and of society, and the broadest possible measure of freedom of
expression and er iticism for all political groups.

May I be permitted at this point to make a necessary and timely distinction
with regard to the context in which the problem of salvador is taking place. There
are two systems at the present time. Q'le is the institutional system, established
al the basis of the freely expressed will of our people and embodied in Cl

le9itil'l8te gOl7ernment. The other system, imposed from outside through Cuba and
Nicaragua, has given rise to a oonflict which has oofilpletely lost its legitimacy,
as the candidate from Demcratic Convergence for the presidency of the Republic,
Dr. Q1illermo Manuel Ungo, who is from the mR, recently stated. The fact is that
the conflict is obsolete\ it is a belated interventionist strategy advocated by
the international enemies of democracy.

In the same connection we must now distinguish between this problem and the

treatment of the problem of human rights. In th is context we see, first, an

institutional area in which human rights and respect for them are treated in a
nornel way. They are part of the day-ta-day activi ties of the gOl7ernment at the
social level. Here we must recognize that the democracy to which I have just
referred - free elections, the return and resettlement of refugees, the fullest
possible measure of freedom, the broadest and most generous amnesty - all repi:'esent
mdeniable progress on the part of the Government of El Salvador.
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In the other conte1d:, -that of the cmflict that has been illp<l8ed, the problems

and, finally, after many other dialogues, san Salvador in 1987, in the context of

:',;" .

the Q.latemala agreement, known under the name of EsquiPllas II. Unfortunately, the

Wi th regard to dialogue and pea~, our determination to seek peace has been

meet sa1vadorians believe in the vote as the only way to obtain public power.

no doubt constitutes the strongest rejection of violence and is confirmation that

Ever since then the path we have followed has gone through Ayagualo, sesor i

international observers, who C")nfirmed that a pluralist democracy had indeed been

groups.

is the conflict itself. secondly, we' must also consider that in this field the

speaking before. this General Assembly, took the initiative in instituting a
dialogue for ,peace. It was thus that on 15 OCtober 1984, four years ago, in the
city of La':Palma, the first meeting took place with representatives ef the H4lN,hDR

We therefore insist that terror ism and subversion are not an option for the

Salvador ian people or for the interna tional commll1ity. _This has been shown by the

evident in our gCNernment activity since 8 OCtober 1984, when President Duarte,

Salvador ian people par ticip.1 ted and which were wi tnessed by more than 200

established in El salvador. The people expressed its views freely on 20 March and

elected its deputies to the National Legislative Assenbly and the municipal

councils. The resul ts of the vote favoured the poll tical oPPCl8i Hon. That event

which ar ise with tegard to human rights, whUe they can be controlled through

gCNernment action, as indeed has been done in the vast IIl!ljorlty of cases, we must

political events that took place in March of this year, events in which the

mos.t ser lous problems are brought about by the blind terror1st groups of the

consider that in order to eliminate them, we must first remove thei!: cause, which

IM/bg
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since respect for thut! liJIits and for order are essential conditions of democratic

hi_elf and cri ticize as he wishes, wi thout, however, exceeding '.;4e 1egl11 1ilfti ts,

The dellOCtatic process has established areas in which everyone can express

the violence of the extremist groups.

should be taken to ensure respect for human ri9hts and fundamental freedomu but in

We can say that in El salvador there Is a widesprud feeling that action

the salvador ian people.

and poverty, and is a clear and obvious violation of- the civil and social rights of

IS forll cOilsistent with the circumstances, the right to self-defence is &lso allowed

in that it has not been possible to offer the nation better living ccnditions. It

incorporation of these groups, in their entirQty, into the deMOCratic process.

IIctually, the way towards the attainment of peace has been extremely difficult

implicat~ons in the econOlllic and sOCial apheres. Its consequences have been felt

and the very institutiana1ization of the Republic. No doubt~ the conflict has had

within the appropriate channels of a legal order to coll'lteract terrorist action and

Watch was sYlIte_tically destroyed by the PMNL/PDR. This has resulted in suffering

iD true that the people of El salvador h&vC! suffered the 10ls of their property,

since we ~nnot collprOllise when it comes to the lofty values Z)f freedom, 4)l'OCracy

for_rly & guerrUla md has now been reclJced to a group of recalcitrant

terr«ists helplessly constrained by its very ee.titllent, "'ase threatened violence

However, as the mdeniable result of this effort, we can now see that ....at was

strategic ex tactical laiCk of md.standing en the part of IMLN/PDR has impeded the

,ven k_PB its own co.ades froll joining in the institutional pcoceS8.

lII/bg
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(Mr. Acevedo Pel'al ta,
El Salvador)

The GcwernMnt of El salvador wishes to express its firm resolve to cQll.tinue

to strengthen dellOcracy in which all participate. In this context the leaders of

the POR, toga ther vi th the 1!MLN began to re turn to the <:oun try in NoYezer 1987, as
the result of a general state of aRUlesty. Their incorporation into political
activity is an established fact. They have enrolled in the national voters
registry and they have announced that they will take part in the pcesidential

elections of 1989 under the name of ·CoJ1'lergenc!s Denncratica· - nelW.')cratic

Convergence. Although the ma, the political arm of the !MW, still states that

there is no dellOcratic process, they fear fanatic reprisals from their own allies.
The fact is, hOllfever, that their incorporation into the electoral pcoc:ess means

that there is an obvious recognition on their part of our process toward denocracy.
The agreement entitled ·Proce&1re for the Establishment of a Firm and Lasting

Peace in Central AIIerica lll
, known as Esquipulas 11, has not lost its meaning,

because the spirit of peace contained therein lives on, and it was the Central

Americans themselves, through their Presidents, gathered in Costa Rica on

16 January 1988, who confirmed the value and importance of that agr.'eement, as well

as their COIIImitment to its implementation. Similarly, the General Assenbly, in its
resolution 42/1, expcesses its firmest support for the agreement and requests the
secretary-General to afford the fullest support to the Central American Governments
in their effor t to ach ieve peace.
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* Mr. Dlamini (Swaziland), Vice-Presiden\:, took the Chair.

The qUltst for peace in Central Aalerica is a historic endeavour for

llN/bg

El Salvador, and in this context, and within the framework of this session of the

take place vi thin the ne~t few days. *

Genual Auellbly, we have continued to pursue 1ni tia Uvea to follow up wi th

meetings of for~ign ministers first, and then meetings of presidents. which lire to

Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library



total break, wi th the armed subversion !r El salvador, which is a clear commitment
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(Mr. Acevedo Peralta, El 8alv.Q)f)
The agenda that we shall discuss will include items on 8l11'lesty, dialogue,

country, the massive repatriation of 8alvadorian refugees, and regional

implellentation of illpartant decisions in the country on, among ether th~ngs,

national reconciliation throoqh the broadest measure of alllnesty ever known in the

co-operation expr:essed in the Central AMerican Pulialllent, which has been endorsed

region, oo-operaHen which the Government and the people of Nicaragua need.

obstruct the co-operation that now may lead to more concrete freedoms in the

El salvGdor has done its part. Esquipulas U has led to the successful

far rftlllOVed froll totali tarian~ oppressive and expansionist systems. Very few are

a time when ever~ne is trying to arrive at formulas of fr~dom and understanding

sand in1st Government is trying to consolida te has been shown to be inappropr ia te at

the letter and the spir it of Esquip,tlas IX. Furthermore, the Systell which the

with prevailing circulIIStances in El salvador, but also totally incompatible with

The link between the Sandinist Government and the PMIH is not onll" at odds

and to joiW\ at this time wi th the wcrld and Central Aa"Uerica and no longer to

The 8andinist Government, reverting to situations that existed prior to the

going against the tide of history. We urge the sandinist Government to reconsider

under the Esquipulas 11 agreement.

d.epite ,lts efforts, whet~er serious or not, will have a greater debit balance.

In this review a11coWltdes will be shown to have assets and liabilities in terms

freedolls and civil rights. It persecutes and imprisons politicians and activists,

Guate_la agreellent, continues, unfortunately, to violate the most t,lementary

represses public lIllmifestations and closes channels of expression. The Sandinist
Government has not even .de the required clear and definite public statelll8nt of Cl

of compliance, but, regrettably, it IIUSt be said that one of thell, Nicaragua,

dellOcracy and freedom, refugees, human rights and a Central AIIerican Parlialllent.

AP/fc
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(Hr. AcevecJo Peralta, El Salvador)

by our Assemly with a view to eventual, but certain, regional integration, which

will have to be based on delaOcratic and pluralistic principles.

The tragedy of Csntral AIIerica must be ended through global and regional

solutions leading to a strengthening of peace and the rGstoration of security,

Jre=gnition of dellDcracy as the legitimate _ans of acquiring power, and rejection

of all violence, tot,aUtarisll and confront3tion.

This entire regional process must be credible. Thus, El salvador is proposing

the establish_nt of a verification and follow-up colIIDission at the political level

to supervise in the various countries of the area the existence and validity of a

true plurali~tic, participatory democracy that broadly respects all individual,

social, pou tieal and economic rights) the holding of truly free elections) and

str ict observance of human rights. we are ~oposing a 00l'lllli8sion linked to the

executive commission of Bsquipulas 11, which ftIlyat its discretion visit the

territory of the five countries to observe and determine compliance with these

dellDeratic commitments, which form the basic framework for real peace.

Regarding the organization and financing of this commission, it would be made

up of five Central Americans designated by the executive commission of

Esquipulas Il, and would have the necessary assistance of the international

community in securing the appropriate technical and financial backing. We Central

Amer ieans must accept the 001lllli8sion courageously as a 'challenge for our future,

which will be all the stronger and more vigorous for being based on the concept of

a true dellOcratic structure.

This idea of the ool'llllission for democracy, far from being oontrary to

international law, had already been suggested in similar terms within the framework

of the draft Contadora llct on Peace and Co-operation in Central America. Therefore

it already had the support of the Latin American group qmd all nations that

supported the draft. We certainly view with interest the suggestion by Honduras
Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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can be acbi8'!ed enly through the radical and essential fmctiening of regional

El Salvador has done its part. What we have been abl., to do, CJUided by the
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(Mr. kev_ Peralta, m Salvador)
8bout at.liahing a .ecurity COIIaission, Watch wu alao considered in the

Ccntadora cor.l:ext. we believe, however!, that peace and security in Centre], 1Qel'ica

AP/fe

far-sightedness of Pl.'esident llIarte, we have dene and gone beyond; wbat has been
beyond our ability and Qapeclty, sum as dealing with the effeeta of irrational

conflict iaposed froll the outside, we have not been able to do, because the

Bolution to this problellll, unfortunately, doer; not depend solely on us, it depends
on extraneous factors which violate the Mer.d pr:1nciples that govern international
coexistence and in which El Salvador firllly believes. These are the principles of
non-intervention, non-interference, self-determination, good faith!' loyal

coapllance with international co_itment8, and the consistent recourG«t to peaceful
aeans of settling disputes.

BsquiPllas 11 appeals to countries not to support insurgency or armed

subversion in El Salvador or in Central America in general. '!bday, I reiterate
that appeal !lOst stroogly from this forullll of peace, so that our dellOeracy, free
frOll interference, _y bear fruit.

We reiterate our call for dsvelopnent, peace and dellOeracy. CO"'Operatlon DUst
be directed especially to the less faYoured countries. This entails the provision
of financial, technical and human resources, because inequality and poverty arc,:.

certainly hindrances to the perunent maintenance of international peace and

stability. It is therefore urgently necessary that one of the most pressing

prebleJlS in international eCO::l,olllc relations between North and SOUth - tbat is, the
foreign debt - be tackled with justice and realism and without delay by creating,.

"<
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America and the welcome intention of various countries and internatio~al

the link between this problem and international trade.

(Mr. Acevedo Peralta, El salvador)
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its societies, while understanding that denoc:racy and peace cannot be consolidated

determination to assist the region i~ its struggle to eliminate the deep structural

We appreciate the co-operaltion we ha'ile rece.'.ved in El S8lvadl:r and in Central

organizations to continue to (lO-operate. In this connection, I reiterate the

causes of the ~nflict and to bring about the desired comprehensive development of

without a policy of sustained growth.

mechanisms to e~tablish the shared responsibilities of creditors and debtors and

appeal in Esquipulas II to the i:lternaticmal c:onmunity to oontinue with urgency and

AP/fc
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confe.r~l'1\ce. In this context we welcome the results of the san salvador

for the region.

(Kr. Acevedo Peral ta,
El Salvador)
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co.l'liet:'e:n~e on Central American refugees and expresses i te strong support for that

El Salvador considers it neoeasary to convene the proposed international

which have encouraged them to return.

are indeed encouraging signs of dwelopment, peace and denocracy in the country

Declarati.cn 0 fm wich the Central American countries and Mexico, with the valuable

This effort is all-inclusive, and in the task of achieving the ideals of

5alvadorian refugees, that the GoII'ernment has devoted important resources to t.lleir

Aga ;nst that background, may I state, ~ith regard to the tragedy of the

co-o~r.mticm of the United Nations High Comissioner for gefugees (UNRCR), within

law and internal legal norms. More than 8,000 Salvadorians have returned to their

return to the country, in keeping with the pd.ncipl'1!s of humanitar ian international

In 1987 the C&neral Assenbly adopted resolution 42/1, on the situation in

country since October 1987 from camps on Honduran territory, which shows that there

I\mer ica (Ea..A). El salvador welcomes these expressions of support and urges the
international community of donexs to adhere to the plan, which is of immediate need

(A/42/949) containing a plan, which was prepared with thE:- participation of the
Uni ted Na1:1ons Development programme (UNDP) and the Economic Commission for La tin

America. In this context the secretary-General submitted to the Assenbly a report

because such supper t is needed to open up the road to peace.

democracy and peace we must also have development, to overcome poverty and

Central hnerica, and resolution 42/204, on special economic assistance to Central

backwardness. A colleague of mine has said that support should not wait for peace,

objectives must run simultaneously and in parallel, so that if \lte wish to have

stability there are no priorities. All actions geared to the attainment of these

EH/ed
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DellOcr acy, pea~ and devel0Pften t - that is the tr iptych of pr inci pleB which

El Salvamr wishes tn thank the international co_unity and the fr iendly

(Mr .. ~evedo Peralta,
Bl salvador)
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Nations and the Organization of American States-, which ls ev~dence of w«ld

(OM) as la gesture of continued support for the sacr ific:es of its people and

the seat of the el9bteenth General Assemly of the Organization of American States

Government to achieve dellDcracy, we welcome the presentation to this session of the
Secretary-General's report on the item entitled, -CO-Operation between the United

fortWla tely, is overcoming the stages of confron ta tion through dialogue,

stability in a world whidl is becoming increasingly free and pluralistic .and which,

dellDeracy and progress, will provide a sufficient guarantee of subregional

This year, in which El salvador was elected by an overwhelming major ity to be

II1tversal integratioo in wicta technology and science would serve as the binding
and motivating element.

understanding ana the requirement of plans of action or iented towards gradual

El. salvador, as the High COIIIIiss ioner has st.'l~..

has been attiressed exceptionally and with dedication by the (bvernment of

recognizing his exemplary attention to this delicate and sensitive problem, which

the letter recently adiressed by the High COIIIIissioner to Presldent~artet

Nations High COIIlmissioner for R!fugees and we especially agree wi th the terms of

solution to the problems of the isthlll1s. Only a strong Central America, united in

will lead us to regional in~gration, that being the only politically valid, stable

countries which have shown special concern over this humanitarian question and have

an apolitical and strictly humanitarian fraIHWork, c.cided that that international
conference should be convened at the highest level and be held in the city of

offared i1ftll\C!tdiate help and co-operation. We co.end the work cbne by the United

Guatellala in May 1989.

BB/ed
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DellOcracy has been won. we now await peace and we will achieve peace through

armed forces, the pr iva te sector, social and col tural organ iza tions and so on -

democracy, in the certainty that the vast majority of the peoples and the
Go!1ernments represented in this Assenbly stand with us in this endeavour.

the consti tl!tional Government of President Duarte f after four and a half years of

that it is no longer possible to 90 back. 'Jhat is our destiny and our conviction.

the progress and the ad'iievements of this Organization and the international

El Salvaoor has played its pert. My ~vernment welcomes and views with hope

where there is an awareness among all of the vital sectors of the country - the

severe tests and enormus work, our commitments have been strenqthened to the point:

El Salvador considers ttJat peace and efforts to guarantee peace continue to be

troops and we express the wish that there should be a progressive withdrawal of
feeeign troops from Afghanistan. ~ support the strategy of the Republic of Korea,

coJmlunity towards consolidating democl'acy, peace and co-operation throughout the
world on the basis of transnational agreements. Six IIICXlths before the ending of

national reconciliation through dialogue and its wish to become a fully-fledged

together and" I repeat, we welcome this with great hopes.

realistic solution for peace between I raq and Iran. We continue to be concerned
0ger the situation in Lebanon. we condenn the occupation of Kampuchea by foreign

South African Golrernment. we also share in the wish for the adoption of a

threatened in South Africa by the Pllicy of racial discrimination practised by the

EH/ed
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Hr. BASDB> (Trinidad and 'lbbagoh It is indeed a pleasure and an honour

;.<-. '

settlement of international disputes, in respect for human rights, and in

international co"'Operation in solving international problems of an economic,

a very special significance to our menbership in the United Nations. We rell8in

for the small and medium-sized coun tr les of the war ld. For that reason, we attach

this forty-third session of the General Assenbly. In the light of the poli tical

Trinidad and 'lbba~ fully shares the view which the President of the Assenbly

third special session of the Asseftbly devoted to disarmament.

firmly coltl1'litted to the purposes and principles of the Charter. Indeed, we

recently expressed on the role of the uni ted Ha tions as an ins trument of surv ival

It is also with considerable pleasure that I comend his predecessOl',

the credit of his own country, Argentina, as well as to our region of Latin ~erica

steadfastly believe in the sO'/ereign equality of all states, in the peaceful

social, cultural or humanitarian character.

Mr. Peter Florin of the German Del!Dcratic Republic, for the efficient manner in

for me to convey to Mr. Dante Caputo_ on behalf of the Government and people of

which he persided C'Ner the forty-second session of the General Assenbly and the

deliberations of the Assenbly will be concitct:ed in a manner that will redound to

Trinidad and 'lbbago, our sincere congratulations on his election as President of

and diplanati.c experience which he brings to this office, we are assured that the

ERled
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(Mr. Basdeo, Trinidad
and Tobago)

expectations which we harboured when Trinidad and 'l\:)bago joined tht:. United Nations
25 years ago. Its role, clearly identified by the founding fathers in 1945, as the
guardian of international paace and security and as the conscience of mankind has
not always been fulfilled.

However, there is a mood of optimism which suggests that 1988 may well be
recorded aa the year in which the intElrnational community rediscovered the
potential of the United Nations for solving seemingly intractable problelllS. The
recent award of the 1988 'Nobel Peace Prize to the United Nations peace-keeping
forces bears ample testilllony to this resurgence of faith in the ability of the

OrgolU\izaticn to aclllieve its objectives.

Trinidad and Tobago salutes the important contr ibution made by the

super-Powers in lassening international tensions. It also highly cammends the work
of our Secretllry-General, Mr co Javier Perel: de Cuellar, whose indefatigable efforts
in the cause of peace have contr ibu ted to, and continue to influence post tively,
the current international cliJllate.

In this regard, I wish to allude to the signing of the Geneva Accords in

A~il, which was achieved through the good offices of OUt 8eCKetary-General and, in

States, the SOViet Union, Pakistan and Afghanistan, which has now set the stage

J'"
.;., '~;;i.·L.. ,,,,.,:.,.~j~· _,/ ,;\.tA~" J' 'i ,.~ .,;>", "

wishes on his appointment as Foreign Minister of Ecuador. Lest his efforts be

particular, the tireless efforts of Mr. Diego Cordovez, the former

record its appceciation of Hr. Diego Cordcwez's services to the cause of

the resolution of the situation in Afghanistan. My Government wishes to place on

international peace and security and to extend to him our congratulations and best

whole-heartedly the successful outCOIll! of those negotiations between the United

Under-secretary-General for Special Political Affairs. We welcome most

;..~~., :',

lliinf ."
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(Hr. Basdeo, Trin idad
and 'rClba2?)

wasted, we urge the parties to the Accords to respect their terllS and the spirit in
which they have been agreed, so as to facilitate the work of the United Nations
Good Offices Mission for Afghaniatan.

Yet another event which has given us cause for optimism is the recently

concluded cease-fire agreement in the Iraq-Ir~n war~ The Secretary-General is to
be oollplimented on his success in achieving this first step in what is likely to be
a long and difficult road to a final settlement. My delegatioo assures the

secretary-General of its complete eupport in his efforts to implement Security

Council resolution 598 (1987), and takes the opportunity to urge both parties to do
all that is possible to arrive at a permament peace settlement.

Further, in Western Sahara the Secretary-General's mediation efforts,
conducted jointly with the Chairman of the Organization of African Unity, aimed at
ending the war he tween the Kingdom of Morocco Md the POLISARIO Front, appear to be
bearing fruit. The recent agreement in pr inciple between the disputants on a

United ~tions peace plan, which prOYldes for a cease-fire, the deployment of

United Nations peace-keeping forces and the conducting of a referendum on the

benefit greatly from an iJlproyed international climate.

These successes represent signs of encourageQent for the peaceful settlement

'c:, """ ."./,~,"~)-.:.,~.,- ': ~ ....-.'", ,; ". ...... . . _. :\.

* Mr. Acevedo Peralta (El salvador), Vice-President, took the Chair.

particular welcome these developments, since invariably such States stand to

future statUS" of the Territory, is most encouraging. The ~ernment of Trinidad

nations to co-operate in the resolution of their problems. small States in

just and permanent resolution of the Western Sahara conflict. *

and 'lbbago will continue to support this peace pE'ocess, which should result in the

of disputes and generate an element of hope and optimiSM about the willingness of

~~:~;:.
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Trinidad ',nC! ,!(jbal~ 1~ encouraged by recent indicati'Ofts that illpleMntation of
security Council 11.'@(3011.2t!on ~31S (1978), on independence for Naaibia, _y be

(Mr. BaSdeo, Trin idad
and Tobago)

discredited concept of enthnic superiority. For this reasan, the delegation of

the black lIajority in South Africa Is enslaved in the name of an obsure and

the Bngli8h-speaki~e.ribbean. As I18J11?era of the Organization and of the world
co_unity, we cannot consider ourselves to have been truly e..ncipated £0 lang aa

cro_Imrated on that day the 150th anniversary of the elllllncipation of the slaves in

e speedy end to the ~iGlllla system of apartheid by the imposition of a ClOID~ehensive

regime of ma"de tor:!t mMcd~ns.

rights on the basis of race and colour of slcin. Fer us in Trinidad and '!bbago,

territories h~e exposed the inevitability of change, as Millions of Palestiniana

ilapriscning its leaders, incarcerating children and denying funda_ntal human

Palestinian people.

But, while in these instances we have cause to rejoice, the situation

The Pl'oblellS posed by the racist regl_ in Pretor ia CX)ntinue to plague the

Trinidad and Tobago cmc:e lIOre calls upon the international cOll.tmity to bring abcut

lticiUe !Bst, and feel that the tera of any settlement to e_rge fro. such a
confereDce should include a clear recognition of the right of all States to exist

CIOntinue to be deprived of their basic hWllln rights. Me in Trinidad and e.lObago

within secure and recognized boundaries, and the guarantee of a homeland for the

1 August 1988 brought poignant memorieiJ of the inhuDanity of slavery, for we

strongly support the proposal for an international confeE'ence en peace in the

elsewhere is far from co.forting. The disturbanc:as in the Israeli"'Occ:upied

lives of lIillions of black people in southern Africa. Th~re the whi te minority
seeks to perpetuate ita virtual enslavement of the black majority by banning and

'.1','
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machina tions of the Pretor la regi_. we there fore view th is development vi th

guarded optimism, for we ara painfully aware that many details of the ~ocess of

wi thdrawal of armed forces from Namibia and preparations for the holding of

el.ections in that Territory are Gtill be to work@(! out. Many opportunities exist,
therefore, for the SOUth Africans to derail the process of implementation at any
time. Trinidad and 1bbago attaches great importance to the question of Namibia and
will be paying close attention to progress in implementing the security Council
decision on the matter. we would like to think that at the forty-fourth session of
the General Asselllbly we shall have the opportunity to join others in supporting the
admission of a free and independent Namibia to this world body.

Trinid&d and Tobago reco~izes the 1imi ted progress made in respect of the
problems related to Kalllpuchea and Cyprus, and we hope that the new initiatives
being taken at the present time by the parties concerned will lead to Cl peaceful
resolution of these outstanding issues.

In like manner, my deleg&tion has noted with some satisfaction that..positive
efforts are being _de by both parties to bring about a settlement of the Korean

problem through dialogue and negotiation. It is our fervent wish that this process

will result in the resolution of the problem in accordance wi th the hopes and
aspirations of the peoples of the Korean peninsula.

··'c· , •.• "q' •••,'. • •
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(Mr. Basdeo, Trinidad and ~bago)
Coming nearer to home, my delegation notes with regret: that progress towillrds

Unfortunately, such has not been the case. The initial optimism brought about
by the resumption of negotiations ~et:ween the United States and the Soviet Union onthe recllction of their strategic arsenals has waned. Problems concerning

Missiles ~ the INF Treaty - were encouraging developments which, it was hoped,

verification procedures and differences over ·Star Wars· testing still exlst •

present state of multilateralism. The s1c;ning and subsequent ratification of the

would have had beneficial effects on both bilateral and multilateral negotiations

In many respects arms reduction and arms control are a litmus test, not only

relations has produced decidedly mixed results.

rightly so. During the past year actia\ in this critical area of international

America on the Elimination of Their Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range

Treaty between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of

In this nuclear age, in which man possesses the capacity to obliterate life

Latin Amer lea to devise appropr iate solutions to their problems. We believe that

to create those conditions in their continuing search for a negotiated and lasting

and civilization as we know it with his own weapons, the issue of nuclear

progress towards peace can be 3chieved only where mutual trust and understanding

disarmament will oontinue to be a major source of concern to all mankind, and

of bilateral relations between the two major nuclear Powers, but also of the

prevail. We would therefore urge the countries of the region to work assiduously

co-operation that resulted in the Contadora initiatives and, more recently, in the
Arias plan and Esquipulas 11 is a demonstration of the ability of the peoples of

delegation of Trinidad and Tobago is firmly of the view that the spirit of

peace in Central America has slowed down somewhat during the past year. The

1lM/8
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.lnutrition and deprivation ere still 'the daily lot of a large percentage of the

This waste of reaources is all the more deplorable when sickness, starvation,

stupendous amounts of financial, material and human resou~ces on the developaent

been neglected. Is it not paradoxical that, despite this, we continue to squander

attached to social, economic, environmental and other factors that have hitherto

or conventional, does not guarantee security and that greater importance must be

and acquisition of armaments?

There is increasing awareness today that the accumulation of weapons, nuclear

untold misery, destruction and death. Their procurement has burdened, and

In like manner, l:he high hopes invested in the success of the third special

It is lilao a source of deep regret to my Government that, 25 years after the

focusing greater attention on the issue of conventional weapons. These have become

Balting and reversing the nuclear-arms race should not prevent us from

incalculably advantageous effect on both bilateral and multilateral disarmament

(Mr. Basdeo, Trinidad and 'lObago)

developing regions of the world since the end of the Second World War has brought

continues to burden, too many economies in the developing world.

delegation of Trinidad and Tobago believes that a test-ban treaty would have an

cUsplayed. In addition to curbing the qualitative spiral of the arms race, the

reaching agreement on a oomprehensive test-ban treaty. We continue to believe that
such an agreement could be achieved if the requisite political will were to he

signing of the Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer

more sophisticated, more devastating, and certainly more costly. Their use in the

the content of a declaration outlining a new progranne for global disarmament.

political differences. The States Members of the United Nations failed to agree on

Space and under water, the international community has not yet succeeded in

session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament ran afoul of unresolved

live

;-~, ~ .
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(Hr • Basdeo , Trinidad and 'n)bago)
world's population. It 18 the firm belief of the Gcwernment of Tr.inidad and Tobago
that if only a fraction of the resources fr ittered away on armaments were to be
dftvoted to developnlental activities, it would result in a tangible improvement in
the living standards of that vast proportion of humanity whose basic needs for

food, shelter and health care remain unfulfilled.

Many speakers from this very rostrum have reminded the Assembly of the dismal

eccmomic performance of the developing countries. That issue is of particular
importance to Trinidad and 'lbbago, which, like most other developing countries, ifs

now threatened by rising levels of unemployment, falling export revenues, low
conmodity prices, and spiralling external debt. It is clear that in this decade
the momentum of development achieved in previous decades by the co':)ntries of the
South has been reversed. A great deal of the i:'egression - and certainly of the

stagnation - we have endured can be attr ibl1ted to an international economic system
that has not supported our efforts and that, at times, has even been openly hostile.

In response, developing countries are now implementing structural-adjustment
progrannes with the objective of reviving their flagging economies through the
rationalization of their economic structure. The individual and collective

exper iences of our oountr ies have demonstrated that this process of structural

adjustment is painfUl and, at best e difficult. It must be handled sensitively and
sensibly so as not to sow the seeds of political and social instability and

unnecessary discontent.

Tb be successful Ultimately, structural adjustment must be bolstered by a

favourable internatiOtlal economic environment. An indispensable ccmponent of such
an international economic environment is Cl free and open trading system that offers
compe ti tive pr ices for our products and allows us to exploi t wha tever compara tive
advantage we may possess. Trinidad and 1bbago therefore looks forward to positive
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'!'hose new instruments, by themselvea, will have little success in reducing the

market trading, and conversion of debt into secur ities, have been introduced.

stock of debt and will merely recilce the exposure of some of the creditors.

adjustment. Since the Assembly last met, there has not boen any major breakthrough

advantage of this opportunity to restore discipline and equity to the international

The Assembly must also address itself to the issue of debt, which is a major

8 result of their obligations to service their extoernal debt.

in the identification of a canprehensive strategy acceptable to debtors, creditors,

barrier to development and which, if neglected, will render futile all efforts at

trading system.

It is imperative that there be an increased flow of financial resources to

from the mini3terial session in December 1988. We hope that the requisite

situation in which aome developing regions have become net exporters of capital as

of new and innovative mechanisms, such as debt-equity swaps, exit bends, secondary

developing countries. Flows of concessional resources in particular, wich have

obtain new money for investment. &loo action would contribute to Cl reversal of a

stagnAted in recent years, need to be increased if developing countr iea are to

flexibility will be displaY\1td and will result in progress on issues of importance

to the developing Gountries. we sha::e the view that in the negotiations special

auspiOSl1 of the General Agreement 01,1 Tariffs and Trade (GATr) and, in particular,

before .eYing on to new issues. The international community should take full

results el'llanatin~ ....om the ongoing multilateral trade negotiations under the

attention should be given ~ completing the unfinished WQrk of previous rounds

R4/8
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(N~. Basdeo, Tr in idad and
Tobago)

Clearly, such an anomalous si tuatia'l cannot be eustaineCl. The community of

nations, therefore, has no alternative but to e1aborc2 J a new and comprehensive

strategy that takes into account the capacity of debtoI countries to rePl!y their
debt to developed countries and financial institutions, and at the same time allows
room for economic growth. I suggest that the search for such a strategy is not
beyond the collective imagination, capab.ility and wiscbm of this Assembly.

The major multilateral financial institutions, particularly the ~ld Bank and
the International Monetary Fund, must play ~ more constructive, supportive and

progressive role in the global economy. They muse critically examine their

portfolios and disbursement practices. In keeping with their influence and

prestige, they must respond to the demands of a constantly changing global economic
environment.

There is no doubt that for mai'ly countr ies of the South there would be

increased access to financial resources if the question of graduation were reviewed
favourably by the United Nations Development Progra1'lllle (UNDP) and the Bretton Woods

institutions, using the most recent information available. Trinidad and Tobago,

which saw its per cap! ta gross national product fall dramatically by 69 iJer cent,

from over SUS 7 0 000 in 1983 to just over SUS 2,000 in 1987, welcomes the decision
of the WOr ld Bank to degraduate it. We call on the Wor 1d Bank to review the
graduation of other countries that h~~e s'imUarly experienced a fall in their gross
national product. We call also on theUNDP to rteoognize the importance of using

the most recent data available in its application of the concept of net-contributor

status, and to follw the e~it'jp'l@ of the World Bank in identifying criteria which

would ensure greater equity in the ptocess of graduation.

The interdependence of th.e global economy requires the major industr ia1

countries to reoognbe ~.hat the co-ordination of their macro-economic policies is Cl

if •
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support, the efforts and initiatives of these groupings and to encourage other

the South commission. Trinidad and Tobago has supported, and will continue to

expcession in the Movement of Non-Aligned Countr ies, the Group of 77 and, recently,

translate rhetorical allusions to co-operation into concrete action.

developing countries to make gr ea ter use of the SOu th-SOu th dillh!ns ion and th us

Reinforced by a shared perception and a common desire for a just and equitable

and to become active participants in, and contributors to, our own development.

need to reverse the roles that we have been assigned in the international economy

increasing protectionism, low commodity prices and the net transfer of resources

Among the coun tr ies of the SOuth there has been a growing awareness that we

to reduce Md eliminate the inOalances in and among their economies which have

they exert on the international system. It. .... therefore incunOent on these States

It is crucial for the colllllunity of nations to give form and substance to the

created distortions in the international ea:morny. My delegation welcomes the

explore our tremendous potential and strengths. Our aspirations have found

General Asserrbly to adci!:ess the interrelated problems of W1even growth rates,

reality of interdependence. It is necessary, therefore, to revive immediately the
dialogue between lbrth and S/)uth ~ the full range of issues enoompassed in the

Tobago delegation supports the call for a special session of the united Nations

910bal oonmunity, we, the countries of the South, need to stand together to tap and

responsibility which devolves on them, owing to the substantial power and influence

corrective measures that have so far been taken and urges that they be continued

concept of a new international economic:: order" To this end, the Trinidad and

AB/mh
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In addition to the economic vicissitudes that developing countries have been

a matter of urgency a comprehensive global oonvention to regulate and/or prohibit
the tran~boundary dumping of toxic and other hazardous wastes. Pending the
oonclusion of an interr.1ational convention, my delegat;>on proposes for the
Assembly's consideration that a moratorium be declared on further trans-frontier

My delegation has noted with appreciation the several international and

practice.

the part of those industrial enterprises which are engaged in this pernicious

movement of hazardous wastes. We urge the Assembly to request the competent

unreasonably severe·burden on the slender technical and management expertise of

regional initiatives being undertaken to address the danqers of trane-boundary

In recent times the dl1lllping of toxic waste in developing countries,

and/or expensive to dispose of at home. Furthermore, these activities place an

in illicit drugs and the highly immoral and reprehensible dumping of toxic waste.

peoples of the regions affected 6 seem prepared surreptitiously to use developing

States, oblivious of the serious threat to the health and the environment of the

specialized agencies, acting jointly, to take appropriate measures to formulate as

concern. It is unconscionable t."lat indus tr ial agencies from certain developed

countries as a dumping-ground for highly toxic wastes which they find difficult

particularly those in the Caribbean and in Africa, has become a matter of great

well-being, in the form of cross-border criminal activities, including the traffic

developing countries in monitoring this illegal dumping. We therefore join with
others in deplocing in the strongest possible terms this irresponsible conduct on

encountering, we are faced with other threats to our sovereignty, security and

AE/mh
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The second concern that Trinidad and Tobago has voiced on other occasions and
in other forums relates to the illicit production of, trafficking in and abuse of
drugs and to the interrelated trafficking in destructive weapons. My Government
continues to be committed to the eradication of this scourge. We believe, however,
that, in the strategies adopted to coJlt)at the drug problem, greater emphasis must

be placed on efforts to reduce demand" as well as to improve facilities for

treatment and rehabilitation. It will be necessary to continue to intensify and

co-ordinate efforts to tackle this problem at all levels.

It is with grave disquiet that my Government views the callous disregard with
which international conventions prohibiting the use of certain types of weapons
have been flouted. In this context the Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago
proposed, in June of this year during the third special session of the General

Assembly on disarmament, that the United Nations commence discussion on the

criminal responsibility of individuals who act in breach of relevant norms of

international law. The Prime Minister also requested the Secretary-General to

prepare, for sli>mission to the forty-fourth session of the General Assembly" a
report on the criminal responsibility of persons who use, or authorize the use of,
prohibited weapons and weapons that cause unnecessary human suffer ing, or who
engage in illegal drug trafficking across national frontiers. We are gratified

that, at our request, an item dealing with this matter has been included on the

agenda of this session. During the discussion of that item it will be necessary

eventually to examine the existing international criminal codes and the

possibilities of using international commissions of inquiry and of instituting, in
the lQ'lg term, an international er iminal court. We are oonvinced that we can count
on the support of other concerned delegations when the item is discussed.
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Over the last three years the United Nations has been in the throes of a

financial crisis that threatens the viability of the Organization. There is no

need to labour the point. The solution to the problem lies in the full and timely
payment of all assessed contributions and the full payment of all arrears.

More recently, the United Nations has been engaged in reform mandated by
General Assembly resolutio~ 41/213,- and much of the focus has been on a tightening
of expenditures. It would seem, however, that due attention should also be devoted

to the income side of the balance sheet and, since United Nations income der ives

almost exclusively from the contributions of Member States, a re-examination of the
present methodology for cal<:ulaUng the scale of assessments appears necessary.
One of the major drawbacks of this scale is t.hat it is based primarily on

per capita income figures - data which were never intended as a measure of capacity
to pay.

My delegation believes that each country's gross national income is the--
corner-stone of that country's budgetary process, in that it in effect finances the
country's exenditure. Naturally enough, each country's pattern of expenditure

responds to its own needs, including its basic requirements of food, housing,

health, education, public utilities and transport. These are-some acceptable basic
requirements - that combination generally defined as the infrastructure. It is my
contention that the degree to which a country must concentrate it5 resources on the
provision of this minimum standard is a siqn~ ficant factor in determining its
capacity to meet its other financial ooRlnHments. Furthermore, measures such as
the percentage of one or a few main export commodi ties to total exports, food"
imports as a percentage of domestic use, and external debt as a percentage of

export earn ings, among other th ings, de termine each individual. Sta te 's capaci ty to
pay.
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My delegation believes that the Committee on CC<:lU ibutions should focus on its
consideration of the use of social and economic indicators with a view to devising

a basket of minimum requirements uhich could be used to construct what I will
loosely call a developnent index. This index, rl!fll!Cting each country's

developmentdl status along the continuum from least developed to developed
ClOun u ies, could then be used as a factor,. a multi pl ler, \...J oonver t raw per' capi ta
income into assessable inc:erne from ~ic:h a United Nations rate of assessment could

be calculated. The ultimate aim would be to adopt a simple, transparent formula

for determining the scale of assessments, which it is hoped would be a

straightforward process not requit ing ad hoc adjustments or further resort to the
mitigation process.

The issue of a progranme of action for small island developing countr ies is of
utmost importance to Trinidad and Tobago. As early as 1976 the General Assenbly
issued a call for attention to be paid to the special needs and problems of such

countries, as reflected in resolution 31/156 and athers, the most recent b~ing

resolution 39/212.

Among the catalogue of difficult problems faced by island developing countries
the General Assetrbly identified their vulnerability to natural disasters - a

vulnerability demonstrated very dramatically in the devastation wrought by
hurricane Gilbert on our sister island of Jamaica. We therefore call on the United
Nations to render all possible assistance to Jamaica and to accelerate the larger

process by which the particular problems of these countries may be successfully

addressed.

In conclusion, the Trinidad and Tobago delegation wishes to note that the

improved climate of relations between the super-Powers, the recent successes of the
United Nations in lir inging to an end a number of long-s~nding conflicts and the
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improved administrative capability of the Organization have coll'bined to restore in
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some measure the credibility of the United Nations. However, notwithstanding these
achievements, this body still has Ilk long way to go to achieve the goals of the

Charter and fulfil the expectations of the peoples of the world. To do this, it

must be prOYided wi th adequate resources. More important., Mel'lber States must

conduct their relations in accordance with their obligations under the Charter.

Needless to say, at this moment all the ingredients are present for bringing about
a revitalization of the United Nations.

As we painstak ingly pursue this formidable' task, we must ensure that the basic
principles that are the 'cocner-stone of the Organization are strictly observed. we
must seize the opportunity at this important juncture in the history of the United

Nations, fot it is only by continuous and universal adlerence to the principles

enshr ined in the Charter that we shall truly embark upon a new and more positive

phase in international political, social and economic relations and help to create
a better civilization for all mank ind.

Hr. WRlNOVICH (Byelorussian SOviet Socialist Rapublic) (interpretation
from Russian): The Byelorussian delegatioo congratulates the Foreign Minister of
Argentina" Mr. Dante Caputo, on his elect.ion to the presidency of the forty-third

session of the General AssentJly and wishes him success in his work. We also wish
to pay a tribute to the President of the last session, Mr. Peter Florin of the

German DeUDcratic Republic, and the secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar,
for the work «bne in the past 12 months.

Today's international situation, the glc::bal pl'ocesses under way in the world
and their qualitatively new nature, prompt us to consider what the course of action
should be today and in the years tn come for this universal, world forum, whose

,,',~:' ;.1iiIII " ,..,."."1llllililllil1IIiliiiIiI"-IiIiIi'~>'IIIIiiIIiiiiii"(''''''' ~~.
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primary objective is to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war. In

view of the scopa and character of contem{X)rary international problems, it is

necessary to consider to what extent the older, traditional methods are applicable

in resolving those problems. Clearly, the strain of day-to-day affairs should not

force the General Assembly to lose sight of this ser ious problem, the Asserrbly

being, which in a sense, the collective mind of international politics. Movement

without Cl clear-cut perspective is, at best, like the Brownian JIlOYement _ chaotic,

leading nowhere, and at worst leading directly to complications or even

catastrQphe, not only in military terms but also in the social, economic,

ecological and other spheres.*

* Mr. Dlamini (Swaziland), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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,.-............---~.............._...._----~
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is a regime of international politi~s whose pillars are universal priorities and

and achieving results than any of its alternatives-. (A/43/!, p. 2)

-Multilateralism has proved itself far more capable of inspiring confidence

The report of the Secretary-General on the work of the Organization s~tes that

rlle_ure up to the goal of ca really secure world, a world secure for all, not just

achieve th&t,we require global mUltilateralism, which alone has the potential to

In our view, multilateralism is more than a system of international

'n) set the correct course, a navigator must know were his ship is and how and

nations to be in a position individually or in small groups to achieve the goals

The world has become far too complex, multipolar and interdependent for

set by our time. Today, pou'cies of restricted alliances can no longer ensure real

the internal logic of its development and, more important, by the urgent challenges

United Nations seems to be reaching the age of maturity, a process fUf.Jled both by

promulgating its purposes and principles. 'lbday, despite existing problems, the

whole, those were the formative years of the United Nations, a period for

security. N1at is needed is a global alliance snd joint, concerted efforts. To

organizations. It is an approach, a ooncept, a method. In the final analysis, it

ups and downs and has overcome numerous er ises. Yet we are confident that those

not believe in the potential and effectiveness of the United Nations. On the

United Nations has played in the world, we realize the complexity of the

were the difficulties of growth, rather than a decline, as claimed by those who do

of the day.

where to steer it. Looking back at the distance covered, and at the role the

Organization's dmvelopaent, which has gone through various stages; it has had its

'D4S/11
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The current paradigm of international relations inherited from the past and
based on the pr lmaey of the narrowly interpreted int-.erests of a given State hass
come to the end of its usefulness, just as in the past the theory of the sun

rotating around the Earth was shown to be inadequate by Newtonian physics. This is

clearly demonstrated by numerous threats to the existence of mankind, ranging from

the nuclear threat to the ecological menace and acquired immune-deficiency syndrome
(AIDS), which mankind cannot overcome through isolated efforts.

A new paradigm of international politics is needed) in fact, such a paradigm
exists. It is a policy stemming from the priority of universal interests, the
comprehensive nature of secur ity r the primacy of international law and,

consequently, an agreed multilateral approach. Taking a multilatet'al approach is,
not idealism. On the contrary, it is pragmatism, since it increases many times

over the capacity of nations to cope wi th major international problems and, first
and forenost, to ensure security.

This is amply proved by recent positive changes with respect to disarmament,

the solution of a nunber of conflict situations and the establishment of
co-operation between States. All these changes were made p:>ssible by the use of

procedures and methods of multilateral diplomacy, including efforts made by and
through the United Nations.

History and experience unfortunately show that the parties to a conflict often

arr ive at a reasonable solution only when all other options have been exhausted

their forces depleted. But is it always necessary to let problems reach such

extremes and drain the parties' forces before a mutually beneficial solution is
reached? Multilateralism can help avoid that.

Individually, nationa are prone to giVing short-term reponses to long-term
prClblems. Here too. multilateralism has advantages. It provides for a more

.................iIIIIlI-....IIiIIIIIIII.......IIIIIiIIII.........-----......--.---.=···=·~·~c~.~
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disaster, certain development programmes and recent very important examples

and the United Nations Environment PrograJlllle (UNEP), relief aid in cases of natural

experience. In this context, I would refer to existing agreements and conventions

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the World Heal th Organization (WJI»

on curbing the arms r!lce, as well as international co-operation in the framework of

disunity, this time at the level of peoples and states. This might not be easy,

master of the planet. Today we have to learn anew to pool our efforts and overcome

to meet the challenges of the elements. 9Jt joint creati'JIe efforts have made him

The international ool'llllunity has experience here, and it is positive

but it is necessary.

the inrnense wilderness of nature or mi9ht even have disappeared as a species unable

Finally, mutilateralism is far more in keeping with the pr inciples of

an important new dimension; insight into the future. While traditional foreign

which can make it possible to prevent the unfavourable development of a given

final analysis, this is beneficial for all sides. That has been extensively

influence and the primacy of coJllllOn interests for unilateral domineering. In the

equality, and it restrains extremists from improper actions. It substitutes nutual

IMS/ll

An individual human being is too weak and his voice, as the poet put it, is
"thinner than the buzzing of a mosquito". Had h-e not learned to pool his efforts

policies are more often geared to reacting to specific emerging situations,

wi th those of others, he would have remained an unprotected, frightened creature in

lIlultilateralism has the advantage of permitting greater foresight and preparation,

delllOnstrated in the general debate that is to close today.

.. ,:
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concerning procedures for a political settlement of situations around Afghanistan
and Kampuchea, the Iran-Iraq war, and certain aspects of the situation in southern
Africa, cyprus and western Sahara.

It l.as been correctly emphasized dur ing the general debate that the policy of
national reconciliation and the achievement of the Geneva Accords on Afghanistan
have become a model for the political settlement of other crisis situations. Those
agreements were reached through the mediation and with the assistance of the United
Nations. It is our colll1lon duty to ensure that all contracting parties without
exception comt1ly wi th the balance of commitments contained in the Accords.

The peoples of the wor Id have enormous potential good will for peace and
co-operation. A major task of the United Nations is to encourage its realization
in appropr iate forms.

It is obvious that in order to ensure the success of multilateral endeavours
all nations should give up policies of force, diktat and interference in the

internal affairs of other countries and peoples, and should abandon obsolete
stereotypes of thinking based on suspicio~, enmity and the pursuit of domination.

The sphere in which multilateralism is applicable is boundless. The

mu! tilateral approach is needed above all to respond to the most urgent global
challenges in the military, political, economic, social, humanitarian and
ecological areas.

What is the effective way to resolve the problem of preventing war, ending the
arms race and making a resolute move towards disarmament, first and foremost

nuclear disarma~nt? The fact is that efforts to that end have been made regularly
for several decades now. a.at over the same per lod the ser iousness of the pr9blem .
has tended to increase rather than decrease. Therefore; being realists, we have 'to'

admit that the challenge cannot be met by traditional, establishea, conservati~e

ways of thinking and by military and strategic approaches.
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development of more far-reaching measures in this area is blocked by the continued

security. That ~s not enough for the peoples of the world. However, the

It is clear that palliative measures will at best produce palliative

space exclusively for peaceful purposes.

disarmament; a radical reduction of conventional weapons; and the use of outer

goals - namely, a 50 per cent reduction in the strategic offensive weapons of the

mass destruction on a global scale; the prevention of the develoment of new and

nuclear-weapon-tes t ban J the elimination of chemical weapons and other weapons of

withdrawing from it for a specified period of time; a comprehensive

Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Systems, as signed in 1972, and not

SoI1iet Un ion and the Uni ted Sta tes, wh ile strictly complying wi th the Tr eaty on the

Indeed, can the international communH:y, facing the exotic and extremely

disarmament irrevocable, it is necessary to move seriously and radically to further

make a good harvest. In order to ensure secur ity and make the process of

What is needed is a new, reali!ltic approach based on an understanding of the

technology is outpacing the development of political and strategic thought? No, it

the more signi ficant sprout. of that understanding. However, one sprout does not

accumulation of nuclear weapons and other types of weapons of mass destruction.

ever-more-destructive weapons and, in the long run, complete and general nuclear

cannot.

special realities of the human predicament reaulting from the emergence and

Shorter-Range Missiles - the INF Treaty - is the first and, for that reason, all

The Soviet-United Statt!3 Treaty on the Elimination of Intermediate-Range and

nineteenth century way of thinking? Does it have the right to do so? Can the

community of States continue to live with the fact that the development of

destructive types of weapons of the late twentieth century, afford to follow the
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commi tment of some nuclear Sta tes to a specula tive paradox which holds tha t li fe is
guaranteed by nuclear-death stockpiles. Life on th is blue planet of the solar

system may well be the price we shall have to pay for taking so IlUch time to test
th~\t paradox. Experimenting on mankind in that way is inadmissible - all the more
becd\luse the experiment is being conducted against the will of mankind. As one apt
expression has it, one day we will have total and complete nuclear disarmament -
wi th or wi thout people - resul ting from the use of nuclear arms in a war. Let us

work together to ensure that total and complete nuclear disarmament will be the

result of the peaceful dismantling of nuclear arrr.s for the sake of guaranteeing the
secur i ty of man~ ind.

The Soviet Union has already stated its readiness to renounce the status of

nuclear Power. in the interest of the whole of mankind. The abandonment of old
stereotypes could provide other nuclear Powers with an opPOrtunity to take that
worthy position.

The new thinking also suggests a fundamental way to ensure security in the
field of conventional weapons and armed forces; to eliminate inbalances and

asymmetries and to achieve equal, radically reduced levels and a strictly defensive

structure for the armed forces. The question of what a defensive structure and a

purely defensive nature of military doctrines are can and should be addressed at a
multilateral level - for instance, involving to that end the Security Council and
its Military Staff Committee~ the Byelorussian SOviet Socialist Republic actively
supports that approach. There is also a vast potential in thE idea of establishing
a mUltilateral military-risk-~eductioncentre, as proposed by the

Secretary-General, as well as in the Soviet Unionos initiative for setting up a

European centre for reducing the risk of war and preventing surprise attack.
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One has mixed feelings about the evolution of events over the past 12 months
in the area of approaches to disarmament. On the one hand, there have been

uncontested achieveme~ts, including those in the multilateral area - the INF
Treaty, the ~09ress in the work to ban chemical w~apol'lls, the movement in the area
of confidence-building, openness, verification, the relationship between

disarmament and developnent - and, on the other hand, there is the failure to reach
agreement on a final document of the third spacial session of the General Assenbly
devoted to disarmamentg However, the spirit of that special session, the great

wealth of new ideas, proposals and approaches that countries brought to the special
session and have brought to the current session, their readiness to establish
mutual understanding and to co-operate, are all encouraging signs. We are

confident that quantity will inevitably result in new quality - the new quality of

multilateralism, when the position of one State would no long block the realization
of the will of all other oountries.

The United Nations is capable of sooring serious successes also in the

peaceful settlement of regional conflicts. The Uni ted Nations Charter and

resolutions of the security Council and the General Assembly contain both the

conceptual and the structural basis for a multilateral and constructive approach.
That is another approach that offers vast possibilities. The recent achievements
by the United Nations in this field are encouraging and should stimulate the

international conmunity to be creative and bold and to take active, concerted

measures in the Middle East, Central America, southern Africa, the Korean peninsul&
and other conflict areas.

As is well known, the United Nations peace-keeping forces have been awarded
the Ncbel Peace Prize. However, are the potential and the capacity of the

institution of military observers being used to a full extent? In our opinion,

., .

.'.
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stability of the world economy and co-opera;'~:ton.

oombat underdevelopment, manage the external-debt problem and promote the genuine

rather than the enslavement of some countries by c . ~ ..s. It is necessary to help

economic order under which co-operation and assistance would serve mutual progress

also needed is a different - that is, a more just and m,tually beneficial -

place, steps in the military and political spheres alone are not enough: what is

progress, have been increasingly diverted. Therefore, to make the world a safer

Just as a really good doctor not only treats but also prevents disease, the

military confrontation. Let us view the question of war and peace from another

~ankind runs the risk of setting off an explosion no less destructive than a

deliberately or unwittingly, to be exploited and to lead a miserable existenoe,

awareness that if the peoples of some regions and even entire continents are left,

Comprehensive secur ity requires a comprehensive approach. There is a gr:owing

United Nations naval operations, in the first place to ensure safe navigation in

angle: In the wars of recent years, people have diad and the resources of

int~rnational wat~rs, as well as the idea of setting up a United Nations military

protect themselves from outside interferenc:e~ special fact-finding missions could

for preventive purposes, in order to deiuse emerging military confrontations. The

be sent out, on the decision of the Security Council, to investigate situations

monitor the termination of any foreign military presence in foreign territories.

connected with mutual accusations, to study ways of settling such situations and to

military observers could be placed along borders where countries are trying to

(Mr. Gur inovich, Byelorussian SSR)
Uni ted Nations observation posts could be set up in potentially explosive areas;

United Nations operations could be used not only for settling conflicts but also

Bcr/mmt
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Implementing the basic principle of disarmament for development should become a
major element of this approach. This can and should unite humanity and promote the
emergence of lIliversal consciousness. The United Nations must move to take action
on these issues.

The concept. of internationalism permeates the Charter. The significance of

the values it sets forth - peace, security, justice, freedom, human rights,

equality and co-operation - will tgl:OW as the wor Id becolllE:s more interdependent.

Ensuring in practice the freedom of the peoples to choose their ways of

development, putting an end to continued attempts to destabilize legitimate

Governments and to impose a social and poU tical system from outside means

meaningfully consolidating the Doundation of security in the world. Providing all

with truly peaceful condltio!1s of life and just conditions of ecooomic develop."Dent
with" jobs for the unemployed, bread for the hungry, shelter for the homeless,

knowledge for the ilU tera te, righ ts for the de pr. ived, sa tisfying the basic needs
of hundreds of millions of people who still live below the level of human decency,
pursuing everywhere the practical and full implementation of international human
r igh ts insttuments, eliminating international terror ism and drug trafficking all

mean enriching the content of security and creating realistic condi tions for the

wor Id conmunity to be able to focus fully on the lofty spir itual requirements of

man and on reversing the dangerous and rapid depletion of the balance, purity and
beauty of the environment.

Incidentally, ecology is the most vivid example, on the one hand, of the

LIl ique role and poss ib iU ties of mul tila teral ism and, on the 0 t:h er hand, of the
impotence of purely egot.istical and narrow national approaches. Let us learn in
th is area as well how to ',,~c::ic jointly on problems that do not lend themselves to
unilateral solutions.
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the exclusion of great-Power involvement in regional conflicts. Its effectiveness

financial resources. The Security Council stands to gain greatly from the

method. of conven ing special sessions, rational and economic spending of available

interaction of its permanent members and the elaboration of mutual cnnmitments in
the spirit of restraint and respect for the freedom of ~oice of the peoples, and

to intensify the search for consensus decisions, and what counts here is not formal

mul tilateralism in the profound sense of the word. In particular it Is appropr la te

We should try to consolidate in the United Nations a spir it of true

work Ing methods of the General Assenbly and 1ts bodies~ we need to consider the

patience and understanding of the balance of interests. However, we must begin

but effective consensus~ What matters is consensus on the substance and not only in

the necessary rl'!le-making and the mechanism needed to ensure strict implementation

Undoubtedly the development, testing and fine-tuning of a complex multilateral

that when agreeing on the rule we do not sow the seeds of future discord because of

The synbiosis of States with different interests, of systems with different

moving in the requ ired direction now, focusing on those measures that are ripe and

primacy of law in all areas of internatiatal relations under the IlOtto, "security,

presupposes, to be succassful, compliance with certain principles and rules of

mechanism cannot be done overnight. It is a long-term objective, requ iring effort,

differences regarding its interpretation.

of the rules adopted. It is important to seek a conmon understanding of them so

behaviour. Acting on th is premise we favour ser ious efforts to assure the real

confidence and co~peration through law". Obviously such efforts must include both

social and political structures and, finally, the symbiosis of man and nature

JVM/l3
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would be enhanced by periodic meetings at the level of foreign ministers and by

holding sessions in conflict areas away from Headquarters.

It would be very useful from every point of view if the permanent menbers of

the security Council and other States would accept the binding jurisdiction of the

International Court of Justice on a mutually agreed basis.

A greater role for the secretary-General in the settlement of conflicts and
their prevention would also be in the inteust of all. The potential of that role
has recently been convincingly demonstrated by Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar and his
staff. The secretary-General could take initiatives in the security Council,

suggest measures he oonsiders appropr iate and submit re.ports to the Council on

questions deserving attention. Investing the' secretary-General wi th functions of

monitoring compliance with United Nations decisions, in particular in the

disarmament area, could become an important responsibility for the

secretary-General.

The Byelorussian SSR shares the position of the socialist community that has

been expressed during the general debate on the range of issues under discussion in
the General Assembly and today has especially addressed the p:oblem of developing

and strengthening a multilateral approach to solutions to international problems,

the analysis of its advantages and some concrete proposaJls in this respect. In so
doing, we are profoundly convinced that multilateralism, as a system for dealing
with international issues, constitutes a basic instrument for oonstructing a truly
comprehensive approach to the issues of international peace and security. ~at we
need are joint efforts of all States in all areas. There can be no customers or

contractors in such construction work) there can only be equal shareholders. The

.•••. j.
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contribution of eadl is readiness for honest co-operation in the interest of the

conmon cause. The dividend for each is solid securit.y, freedom, equality and

prosper! ty •

Throughout its history the Byelorussian SSR has pursued these noble goals.

Seven decades of hard work and struggle - this landmark will be celebrated by the

Republic and the Communist Party of Byelorussia on 1 January 1989 _ and the

fundamental restructuring of our society on a socialist basis have enabled the

Byelorussian people not only to ensure continuous economic and social progress, but

also to make an acknowledged contribution to efforts to reach those goals at the

international level. At the pre~ent new stage of the developnent of international

relations the Byelorussian SSR is ready for further fruitful co-operation in

building a world free of war or weapons, a world of co~peration and prosperity.

" ,.' .: ~ ,. - I
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Mr. MtiANANSHlKU (Zanbie.): Allow me to start by congratulating

Mr. Dante Caputo of Argentina on his election to the presidency of the forty-third
session of the General Assenbly. This attests to his proved diplomatic skills and

tact as a statesman and to the important role that his country, Argentina,

continues to play in promoting international understanding, Peace and

co-operation. With his wisdom and experience, I have no doubt that he will guide
our deliberations with distinction.

Last year we elected Mr. Peter Florin of the German Democratic Republic to

preside over the meetings of the Assembly. He discharged his onerous duties with
outstanding competence and dedication. I should like, therefore, to take this

opportunity to thank him for his contribution to the work of our Organization.

I wish also to express Zambia's appreciation to the secretary-General,

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, for the leadership he has prOlTided to the United

Nations and for his patience and tenacity in bringing peace to areas of tension.

Until recently, the United Nations, and indeed the entire multilateral system,
have been subjected to severe strains and challenges because of the continuing
threat of nuclear war, regional conflicts and the most difficult economic crisis
facing the developing countries.

;~f)wever 0 as we move closer to the beginning of the 1990s, hope and promise are

beginning to emerge in the sphere of international poll tical relations. The ~t
important indication of changed perspectives and policies is the improvement in the

relations between the Soviet Union and the United States signified by the Treaty on
the Eliminati<;m of Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range Missiles - INF Treaty - in
a concrete and signi ficant step towards disarmament.

The hope that we all now share is that the United States and the Soviet Union

will build on this foundation and cut back on the renaining nuclear stockpiles, on

••.• • •••• <11 ". '.
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chemical and biological arsenals and on conventional arms, with a view to their
eventual elimination in pursuance of general and complete disarmament W\der

effective international control.

The convening of the third special session of the General Assembly devoted to
disarmament here in New York earlier this year represented yet another multilateral
effort to advance the cause of disarmament. The failure of that session was a
source of great disappointment to many of us because it was a blow against

!'Illltilateralism as well. We had hoped that progress at that conference would give
further encouragement to the SOYiet Union and the United States to undertake
fur:ther disarmament efforts. We should, hCMever, not relent in our efforts to
bring about general and complete disarmament W\der effective international
control. It is our oonsidered view, therefore, that another attempt should be made
1n the not-too-distant future to hold a fourth special session of the General

Assembly devoted to disarmament to address the urgent issues facing mankind today.

Another area where there has been co-operation between the Soviet Union and
the United States is the Treaty negotiated by the United Nations aimed at ending

the conflict in Afghanistan. It is a matter of regret, however, that although the
Treaty was intended to br ing peace to that lcng-suffer ing country, the reality is.
that the provisions of that Agreement are not being fully observed. Zamia urges
all those involved to give real and practical meaning to the Treaty so that peace
may quickly return to Afghanistan. Zanbia also wishes to compliment the Soviet
Union for observing its side of the Agreement.

For a long time, we have been greatly distressed by the war between Iran and
Iraq. The heavy less of life and property, the danger that tb, war might spread
beyond the borders of the two comatants and the presEnce of foreign fleets in the
Gulf have all underlined the gravity of the situation. we are delighted that both
Iran and Iraq have now accepted Security Council resolution 598 (1987) which

•
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provides for ending the war. Z8nbia commends botbcou.ntries for their coura9.e and
statesmanship in adopting diplomacy as a substitute for war. It is a historical

JSM/jl

enoouraged by the recent: report that the two parties met in direct talks under the

auspices of the secretary-General at: Uni ted 'Ra tions Headquarters. we urge them to
move rapidly towaras the implementation of the remainder of resolution 598 (1987).

In urging Iran and Iraq to move towards the cease-fire, the United Nations has
played a singular role demonstrating c-nce again that the "'arld body an~ its Charter
re..in important instruments of peace.

The United Nations has also been active in western Sahara. The fact that the

Sahtaoui Arab DeJIDcratic Republic and Morocco have accepted in principle the

Secretary-General's proposal that a referendJm be held to determine the future of
the territory is an important step towards resolving this problem. However, a

number of important issues remain to be resolved. Only when these are resolved can
there be a free and fa ir re f(~,endum in the terri tory. Fur thermore, in carrying ou t

United Nations remain untarnished.

•.• ~t:,.",ri'" . f

with an iron hand, resulting in great loss of Palestinian life. It is our belief

and occupation. Instead of resolving the underlying problems, Israel has responded

this process, it is important to ensure that the credibility and image of the

addressed if peace and security for all are to return to the Middle East.

Recently the Palestinian people stepped up? their resistanee to Israeli rule

national independence. aIt there are, in addition, the questions of occupied Arab

exercise their inalienable rights, their self-determination and their right to

whether the Palestinian people will be free, 1 ilea any other peopleg to attain and

The Mid3le East remains an area of tension. The O!ntral issue has always been

lands and the status of Jerusalem. In our view, these issues require to be
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1987, and other relevant resolutions.

(Mr. Mwanansh ik u, zambia)

.'.'
,.,.,',"' ...

return of refugees to their homes.

Last month I joined my colleagues of the non-aligned countX'ies at our

Zambia hopes that the negotiations under way will result in the re(X)nciliation

and the leader of the Turkish Cypriot Community, Mr. Rau£ Denktash.

Geneva meeting last August between the President of OJprus, Hr. George Vassiliou,

that a just and comprehensive peace in the region can only come out of an

The Palestinian people and the people of Israel both desire peace and

Organization (PLO) represents the Palestinian people and must therefore attend as a

.
conference was heartened by the Secretary-General's efforts which culminated in the

of the two sides, the withdrawal of foreign troops and settlers, and the voluntary

conference on the island of Cyprus. We saw for ourselves the reality of the

proposed conference by their genuine leaders. The Palestine Liberation

international (X)nference on peace in the Middle Fast in conformity with paragraph 6

leaders of the Palestinian people.

full member. The secur ity of Israel lies in negotiating peace with the genuine

division of the island into two separate (x)lII1lunities. My delegation to that

security., That is why it is important that both peoples be represented at the

of the Geneva Declaratioo, General Assenbly resolutions 38/58 C of 1983, 42/66 D of
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May I be permitted to make a few remarks about Kampuchea and the horean
peninsula? Zambia welcomes the recent statement by Viet Nam about the withdrawal

of its troops from Kampuchea. We also support the reau! ts of the Jakarta informal
meeting by the var ious factions of Kampuchea. We believe that the road to peace

lies in the wi thdrawal of foreign troops from that country and in a poli Heal

settlement by the var ious factions.

Tension continues in the Korean peninsula.. The issue is ·the peaceful

reunification of that land through dialogue and consultation between the North and
South. Zambia welcomes the recent moves aimed at reducing tension and. increasing
trade between the two sides. These must be seen as initial steps tqwards the

political reunification of Korea.

Central Anter ica is another troubled regian that requires ser ious atten tion.

Peace will never return to thatE'.egion until foreign interference and

da~tabilization cease.-. Nicaragua, in particular,- is one country that has been and

c~ltinues to be a vict~m of externaliy sponsored acts of destabilization.

Zambia welcomes' and supPorts the Peace Agreement signed ~~ the five Presidents
of the area in Guatemala in August last year and calls uPon the rest of the
international coainunity to endorse those efforts whose aim is' to bring peace to

Central America. At the same time, we urge the Governments of the region to

continue their efforts by complying with the terms and conditions provided for in

the Agreement. we also appeal to the Uni ted Sta tea to cease its support to the

mntras and efforts to undermine the econo~ of Nicarai)ua. This will enable the

process of dialogue between the Government of Nicaragua and the contras to move
forward and make progress.

. .\ .
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The situation in southern Africa continues to be grave. The SOUth African
apartheid regime, though still entrenched, is shaken by the general opposition to

apartheid by the international community and by the courage and determination of
the black population in the fight against the evil system.

state terrorism against the black population remains the cornerstone of

apartheid, with the South Afr ican army playing the leading role in the campaign of
repression and violence. The nunber of organizations and individuals banned keeps
growing as the opposition to apartneid increases.

Evidence avaUable indicates that the econolllic and financial sanctions already
in place are working. South African leaders have themselves admitted this, thereby
disproving those who have said that sanctions do not work. There is, however,
evidence to show that a small number of countr ies in the Far East, Europe and Latin
America, is taking advantage of the situated created by the sanctions. We appeal
to them to cease aiding Ehuth Afr ica and to join the rest of the international

community in opposing apartheid. In this respect we commend those countries which
are faithfUlly observing the existing sanctions against Ehuth Africa. We appeal to

the rest of the international community to apply more sanctions and to tighten the

eXisting ones. In this regard we commend those countries and institutions which

have taken and are taking measures to further isolate South Africa economically.
There is also evidence to show that arms in various forms are still fl~in9 to

racist South Africa in contravention of the arms enbargo against that country.
South Afr ica must be denied the means to wage war against its QIIn people and its

neighbours. We appeal to the Western countries involved to strictly observe the
mandatory United Nations arms embargo against South Africa enshrined in United

Nations Security Council resolution 418 U977) and in subsequent resolutions. We
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appe!!l to the United Nations security Council finally to give real meaning to its
resolution 421 (1977) and make the Conmittee established under that resolution IOOte

effective. As a further means of isolating the apartheid regime, we also strongly
urge the str ict observance and enforcement by the internationa1 (X)nrnunity of the

United Nations oil en'bargo against SOUth Africa. The time has come for the United
Nations Security Council to institute a mandatory oil embargo against South

Africa. Moreover, in order to intensify dissemination of information against

apartheid, the United Nations should expand its anti-apartheid programmes to combat

racist South Africa's censorShip measures and disinformation campaign.

The additional pressure on South Africa we are calling for is intended to

persuade the regime to hold talks wi th the genuine leaders of the black population

so that together they can chart a new future for their country and their people.

It is our firm belief that the best way of mOl1ing forward is for the genuine

leaders of the oppressed majority and their white counterparts to be present at the

negotia tions. That is why we have called for the release from pr iaon of

Nelson Mandela and his colleagues and the unbanning of the African National

Congress (ANC) and the Pan Africanist Congress of Azania (PAC).

Ten years after the adoption of United Nations secur ity C-:roncil resolution

435 (1978), the situation in Namibia remains unchanged. South Africa continues its

illegal and armed occupation of that territory despite the efforts of the

international community to end such occupation and the gallant efforts of the South
west Afr iea People's Organization (SWAPO), the sole and authentic representative of
the Namibian people. We continue to reject "linkage" as irrelevant to the issue of
Namibia's independence. *

*The President returned to the Chair.
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As in South Africa, the apartheid regime employs terrorism as the cornerstone

Returnees and Displaced Persons oonvened by the Organization of Afr ican unity and

destabilization and a9gress.on.

military assistance, to enable them to withstand the effects of South Africa's

and other neighbouring independent African States need urgent assistance, including

destablization. At the International Conference on the Plight of Refugees,

the rest of the region were added, the total estima ted cost would be between

Last Au9\lst, in Oslo, we er ied to address the humanitar ian dimension of

physical damage in Angola between 1975 and 1985 totals $US 17 billion. MoZallbique

The economic cost of apartheid to us has been extremely heavy. An estimate of

South Africa's aggression against the neighbouring independent States

to intensify its pressure on the Pretoria regime until Namibia is free. We also

purpose of carrying ~~t aggression against the neighbouring independent African

States, eespecially Angola and Mozambique. We call on the international oonmunity

best assist the more than 1.3 million refugees,S million displaced persons and the

The rest of our countr ies in the region have also suffered direct aggression by

call on those concerned to cease exploitation of the natural resources of Namibia.

supported by the United Nations we discussed how the international community can

has estimated its losses between 1980 and 1985 at SUS 5.5 billion. If damage in

SUS 25 billion and SUS 30 billion. Against this background the front-line States

of its policy in Namibia. The regime also uses the territory of Namibia for the

continues unabated. Angola and fbzambique have suffered the most from this

aggression, which has been perpetra ted in collaboration wi th local bandit groups.

NiI/fo
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The immediate requirements are basic: food, medicines, water, sanitation,
shelter and clothing. Parallel with the provision of these necessities, is the

need to resettle all these people and to rehabilitate the economic and social
infrastructure, mainly in Mozambique and Angola •

•••.·•••_ -----.illllllIIiIIIii ·-, , ~~ .
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(he aspect of destabilization that continues to CQ'lcern us is the ongoing

political ms t.

following: low saving ratios, narrow export base, shortage of key skills and rapid

situation. The domestic factors are essentially structural and include the

growth of population. Under the ongoing reform progrannes in many African

countries, these problems are being addressed, often ,'at a very high social and

This session of the General Assembly is taking place against the background of

A coDbination of domestic, external and natural factors accounts for this

to buy time for apartheid and to enhance South Africa's tarnished image in order to
pre-empt further sanctions.

now turn to that issue and speak specifically about the economic crisis facing

Africa and the United States. l'Ilile we welcome these developluenbO, we remain

Let me refer briefly to the ongoing negotiations involving Angola, Cuba, SOuth

Action for Afr ican &::onomic Recovery and Development. This er is is has revealed
itself in pooc economic performance and falling standards of living among the

*people of Afr iea. The polltical and social oonsequences of the cr is is .are alarming.

a continuing economic crisis in Africa despite the united Nations Programme of

self-determination and the peaceful settlement of disputes. South AfriCa's record
is replete with faUed colll1litments to international agreements. The Nkomati and

supply ~f arms to th.-., UNITA bandits. We appeal to the United States to end this

the Lusaka Agreemen~ come readily to mind. With regard to the recent diplomatic
offensive by South Africa, it is our conviction that this is merely a ploy designed

cautious about South Aft ~.~ '3 credibility in negotiations involving.

support so that the I\ngolan people themselves can commence the process of restoring

AP/mh
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However, it is in the external sector that Africa's problems are greatest.
The fundamental issue is the unequal economic relations between the rich North and
the poor South and the persistent refusal by the former to Gs~ab1ish a new

international economic order based on the pr inciples of equity and mutual

interest. The fact that the South has no role whatsoever in fixing the prices of
its exports and imports is the central problem.

The inevitable outcome of these relations is that invariably the prices of our
col'llllOditi~s are almost permanently depressed while those of industrial goods are
always on the rise. No wonder oU!' terms of trade are always against us. This, in
turn, affects our capacity to import the raw materials and spare parts we need.

Nor has this trade int>alance been made up by sufficient cap! tal flows to Africa.

During the early 1980s, deficits in our current account were fi:-,anced by net

capital flows. These flows have since declined and what we now have is net outflow
of resources mainly to the multilateral financial institutions.

The debt problem has contributed very significantly to the '9iconomic

di fficu1 ties of Afr iea. The debt burden, as measured by such indica tor s as the
ra tio of debt-service paymen ts to expor t receipts, has reached alarming

proportions. In an increasing number of African countries, such ratios are well in

excess of 100 per cent. In such countries, the resolution of the debt problem is a
necessary condition for the resumption of growth. That is why zambia expresses its
thanks and appreciation ,to those countries that have agreed to forgive part or the
whole of the outs tanding debt by Afr iean ooun tr ies.

A nunt>er of other proposals have been made on ways and means of assisting
Africa to ove,oome its economic difficulties and especially the debt problem.

While tpeseproposa1s are welcome, it is necessary to observe that they have often

been made without any input from Afr iea itself. As a result, many proposals have

not taken into account the political and social conditions prevailing in our

.,.\.
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proposed solutions.

It is against this backgroutid that Afr ica has proposed a meeting with the

creditors on the issue of the external debt so that measures to resolve the problem
take into full account the realities of the situation.

Another external factor that has affected some of our economies is political
and economic des tab ilization ::lUch as that carried out by South Afr ica against the

I

neighbouring independent African States. As I have shown, the cost of

destabilization is very high indeed.

In addition to these domestic and external factors, Africa has suffered from
natural catastro);'hies. The most important of these are floods, drought,

deserti fication, and more recently, locusts. All these impact our econoMies
negatively. In these circumstances, Africa's plea has been that its reform

progratllne be supported by greater inflows of real resources, from Africa's own

exports, from increased bilateral and multilateral assistance and from debt

relief. In this way, the international mn11\unity will be responding adequately to

Africa's current econoMic crisis.

Finally, with the lcuering of tension between the Fast and the west, the world

mank ind as a whole_

States will renew their oonrnitment and continue to render full and unmnditional

disarmament and co-operation in resolving all other global, regional and indeed the

economic crises, facing the third world,_ As has been demonstrated in recent years,
the multilateralism that the United Nations represents remains the key to world

peace and progress. Therefore, it is my country's fervent hope that all Henber

political and financial support to our Organization for the common benefit of

has an opportunity to create a safer and better future for all through genuine
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Mr. BORG OLIVIER (Malta); Hr. President, I am deliver ing this statement

on behalf of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Malta, Mr. Vincent Tabone.

Unfortunately, unforeseen circumstances did not permit my Foreign Minister to be in

New Yor.k at this time and he has requested me to convey his sincere regret for not

being able to deliver this addres~ in person as he had intended.

Although I am addressing the General Assenbly late in the course of the

general debate, my congratulations to ~u on being elected to the presidenqr of the

AsseJlbly are no less warm and genuine than those of all the preceding speakers.

Your excellent credentials, your vast experience in the field of international

. diplomacy as well as your sk ill and leader ship assure us of a fruitful session.

-I
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OUr apprecia tion and thanks go also t;- the outgoing President,

for the way he led the Assesmly during the past 12 months.

A year ago the Prime Minister of Malta, in his first address to this General

Assembly, confirmed Mal ta's cenfidence

"in the role that the United Nations has to play in the maintenace of peace in

the world, the enhancement of security fOl' each and every Member State, the

substitution of dialogue and negotiations for attl\l!d conflict, and the

encouragement of co-operation at all levels and across the barriers of race,
ideology, size, power and wealth for the welfare of mankind. 11 (A/4~PV. 32,
p. 58)

'l\ielve months later we can look en the intervening per iod as one in which the

uni ted Nations has de1'ilOl'lstrated as never before that it is capable of f'1sing to the
expectations that its founders placed in it. As we speak of the Organ~>:;~t:!,on we

should not lose sight of the fact that we are, by and large, speak ing .~i'~~;~l'; its
Member Sta tea, because the Organiz~tion is what we make it. Many th ings have

changed ClTer the recent past Md each one, in its own way, my have had an effect

on the imprc:wed situation. But when all is s~id and done it is not the

Organiza tion or the wceld around it tha t has changed but our perceptien, our

values, our confidence, our readiness to stretch out our ,hands to help each other.

There is no reason why we should look back. The more we put into this organization

by way of support and faithfulness, the more we get out of the United Nations.

I would be failing in my duty if I were not to mlderline the indefatigable
efforts of our 8ecretary-General, Mr. Javier 'Perez O! Cuellar, to ensure that the
efforts of the United Nations for peace bear fruit. Be refused to be daunted by

the difficulties in front of hi~, and his perseveranoe and faith in the goodwill of
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hardly any conflict that may not engulf other bystanders.

pronounce_nta which tend to heighten tension and stiffen attitudes rather than

... .'.,; , ;;, ..of.'.;•.': .:_.': ~.,'. • .,.'. t·",·· •

As.elibly has heard over and over again of these p:)sitive developnents and I need

encourage all of us to have more fal th in the pcocess of negotia tion. Th is

The developnent8 in the intern~tional situation over the reCE/nt past should

bring together the parties that must live together in peace.

responsibility, concentrate on condemations, accusations and negative

pronouncements should have as their end the drawing together of peoples, the

It is well that we should be reminded that there Me States and people facing risks

in this respect of all States, and to urge that all our actions and pUblic

My Gt'Ivernment does not miss an opportll\ity to stress the cOlDlIIOn responsibility

task through greater co""Operation and trust among each other.

Even in JlX)Ments such as this, Y1en we share our satisfaction at the role of

It was therefore very apt that the United Nations peace-keeping forces should

forces forged across the negotiating table in the realization that it is in the

the United Nations and its peace-keeping forces, we cannot but be reminded that
there are still many areas where peace does not reign as yet. The military United
Nations peace-keeping force has still to be replaced by stronger and more lasting

usually remains unsung, but their very silent performance is their very strenC)th.

solution to conflicts, the generation of C'O""Operation. we cannot, with a sense of

COlllAOn interest of our peoples to arrive at solutions peacefully.

geogra!hic point of viell, for after all we all live in the same wor:ld and there is

in areas of conflict which are not their CMn - that is, looking from a very narrOlll

years. The greatest tr ibute and thanks that we can render him is m facilitate his

become the recipients of the Robel Peace Prize this year. The role of these forces

(Hr. Sorg Olivier r Malta)
negotiatCl's succeeded in several instances 'lhich had defied solution over very long
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not go into great detail. I shall simply list them because the list is indeed
impressive. especially when compared with the failures of the past. We note the

Geneva accorde on Afghanistan) the cessation of hostili ties between Iran and Iraq
and the start to a negotiated peace~ the agreement on the implementation of a peace
plan for Western Sahara) the renewed intercomlllunal talks in c.yprUS) the encouraging

movellents towards t'te implementation of the independence plan for NamibUl) the

rapprodlelllent among the parties involved in the Kampuc:bea question) the positive

measures taken by the parties concerned in New Caledonia) the opening of new

avenues of peace between Chad and Libya~ and the declarations from both sides in
favour of the reunification of Korea. Even in southern Afl' iea there seem to be the
first indications of a mcwement towm:ds a change.

But, of course, the agreement between th"" United States of Mer lea and the

SO'Iiet Union which heralded the first steps in the dismantling of theh' nuclear

arsenals, the Treaty on the Blimination of Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range

Missiles - the 1NlI' Treaty - was without a doubt the IIlOBt significant success which
has encouraged all m realize that with goodwill, perseverance and mutual

confidence tkaat had been considered impossible becomes possible after all. we note
with satisfaction that these two nations have not stopped at that p>int but,

encouraged by what they have achieved, have ezuked on further negotiations aimed
at more significant reductions in their nuclear arsenals.

These posiia.ve developments have not been .lWItioned by the various speakers

without lA sense of realituB that makes us all aware that there are still prmlems,

,.'.i'\

. :,';:\i~<:_,'/~'f"':',:,,">l! ' ',;_~,~:::; ..
.,

.', ,:,~ " ". ~_. , '.

very serious cnes, that still defy solution in spite of efforts frOll a number of

them we are sure to find that they do no.t differ essentially from the same reasons

well-meaning sources. The reasons for failure lIay be several, but if we analyse
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this aspect: in 1nternatiau~l disarmallent forus.

not alme'in stressing this point and we expect that due "attent:ion will be given to',

•
Imaintaining ~ balance that. we urge that disaE'JllDment and confidence- and

~

. .,. ~ /secudty-bullding measures should not be limited to the land ~8Se8 anly.. we are
.,/ ~!, ..'.' '.

us and the weapon systems that proliferate therein. It is with the aim of

As an island State Malta CQnnot but pay special attention to the seas around

balanced to ensure the seour ity of all, where zones of peace and

nuclear-weapon-free zones become credible and meaningfUl.

human refugees.... Let- not the awesome fear of a nuclear holocaust lIake UB

insensitive to the threat' of other weapons. Disarmament must be all-embracing and

weapons', and 'that these have wrought havoc and death and caused tidal waves of

(Hr. 90rg Olivier, Malta)
that held back progress and solutions on thoee problems were we are now

nurtber of regional conflicts have been fought with conventional and not nuclear

e.lic:hes but should rOIl8.,er at the same time that since the last wodd war any

I would, however, stress that we should not be carried away by slogans and

the same ground at length.

Earlier this year we had the third special session of the General Assemly on

developed and exploi t:ed in the hope that it will lead to agreement on a wider

should not be allowed to evaporate~ on the contrary, it shou... 'lI be pt'eserved and

area .. Malta made its studied contribution to that session and I need not go over

zones, no agreement could be reached. ""at was gained during that special session

on some very important issues. However, on other issues, such as the arms race in

registering success. It is attitudes that have to change.

outer space, disarmament and developnent, zones of peace and nuclear-weapon-free

disarmament, which held high promise of success - and indeed consitnsus was reached
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Ho statement could possibly do justice to all the issues that are of interest
to all Menber States of the United Nations, and I shall definitely not try to do

so. On the other hand, no statement would be canplete· wi thout a reference to two
problem areas that have been facing us for far too lcng without any real progress

towards their solution. These are the question of apartheid in SOUth Afr! ca and
the constant turmoil in the Miciile Fast, where the Palestinians are still without a
homeland of their own. Can the wodd, can the people in these areas, go on living
in these conditions of su He, depr ivation and death? Do we expect the depr ived

ones to accept wi th good grace the conditions imposed Ot:l them? Is there anyone who
can really believe that in this era of awakened awareness of human rights a

solution 18 possible without due regard to the cries of those who do not enjoy full
rights in their own homeland? A change of attitude of the mind is required, a
change which needs courage, foresight and faith, change as momentous as that which
made the INP' Treaty possible.

This )'ear this Organization is ool'llllemorating the fortieth anniversary of the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It would therefore be appropr iate if we

reaffirmed the pledge Jlade 40 years ago, that all human beings are born free and
,J :equal ~n' dignity and rights, and worked with greater vigour to put· that noble" i

"pr inciple into p:actice for all peoples throughout the world.

I !.'.f .
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Life is precious, but the quality of life is of no less importance. "'en one
speaks of the quality of life one's mind may focus on a number of issues, but one

which is very likely to be prominent is the degradation of the ratiooal human being
through an irrational dependence on dangerous or debilitating drugs. The

international community recognized this danger long ago, and we have wi thin the

United Nations system the International Narcotics Cootrol BolUd and a loog-standing
Conventioo to control the use of drugs. Regrettably, the abuse of drugs and

illicit drug trafficking have become more widespread and are closely linked with

international crime. The forthcoming Vienna conference of plenip:>tentiaries

convened to adopt a new Coovention Against the 11licl t traffic in narcotic drugs
and psychotropic substances is therefore timely and important.

Development leading to better economic performance and an improvement in the
way of life are generally acknowledged as valid national aims, which, however, can
best be ~ealized through international co-operation. There are still grceat

inequalities between States and, let us admit it, within States. The reasons are

numerous and spread in all directions. Any Attein~ to. reduce the complicated

interplay in the world economy to simple stereotyped cliches is unrealistic~ worse

still, it ia ineffective in offering a solution to those in need. The United

Nations can also play a constructive role in this reapect, especially through the
intergovernmental agencies that deal with specialized economic and social human
activity. National interests are bound to feature prominently in negotiations

within these bodies, and, since intransigence at such meetings rarely leads to

dramatic cOMequences like those in the field of security, State representatives
tend to become less acc:oDnOdating.

Even here a change of mind, a change of atH tude, is called for. After; the

Second warld War & far-sighted Uni ted States of America realized that a destroyed
Europe could only breed str ifa and discontent. It realized that a healthy Qlrope
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could be a partner in economic development, and the Marshall Plan came into being.
Everyone knows what a huge suoc",as the Plan turned out to be, to the benefit of
both the donor a.,d the recipient countries and to the world economy as a whole.
Today the same situation can be said to apply with the developed count.r les on one

side and the developing countries a\ the othe»:. Stagnation in the wodd economy
br ings us all down, while the stimulus of actively developing economies presents
opportuni ties to all. On the problem of mass ive na tional debts such an awareness
is emerging, but there are other spheres where greater and Illore efficient

international co-operation could alleviate the plight of developing Statesg to the
benefit of economic development in general. Restrictions and other protective
measures should be used sparingly.

The United Nations Development Programme is one very effective vehicle in the

prollDtion of economic and social development. Malta has benefited from the

Progranrne, and we are grateful for this. We urge that the funds at the dis{X)sal of
the Programme be increased and that the criteria for establishing the national
indicative planning figures be less tied to the cr iter ion of gross national product
per capit:-!" which can be grossly misleadingo

Many previous speakers have raised the question, in one way or a.'lother,

whether economic development is compatible with the =Mintenance of a good quality
of life. The fact that the question is being raised with greater frequency at

national and international levels is an indication that develoment has, at times,
.leg to a degrat."ation in the quality of life. Often this was cbne without a full

realization of the conse;uences•.. As we come to understand the "'or:ld around us
better, ~nd to appreciate nature's precarious balance, we come to realize that not
all so-called progress is an unmixed blessing.
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area which illustrates the issues involved and indicates the way of co-opet;'ation at,

are more actively involved- in oo-operative effocts 1:0 preserve the environment~'an

the regional level and beyond. Other regions are similarly placed •

obligation to respect the ~a1cern expressed by the people in the area and to

area which is of direct interest to many States outside the r:e9ion~ in short, an

ply this sea or use it in one way or another, or affect its environment through

This is a new challenge to the world community, one which is gaining urgency

all of us, and the onus falls mainly on the coastal States to ensure that it

to be the area where Malta is situated~ an area where the countries of the region

political limitations. The Mediterranean Sea does not belong to any single State

remains a hec.lthy living resource for the benefit of them all. Other States which

It is unrealistic to expect that the solution lies in returning to the old days,

This is an area where, hopefUlly" traditional rivalries and groupings will not

I do not speak of the Mediterranean because it is a special area. It happens

which grew out of the Barcelona Convention drawn up under the aegis of the United

fl ushed down the dr ain, metaphor ically, or bur ied - in someone else' a back garden.

Nations lihvironment Progranme ... has demonstrated that human awareness can overcome

interfere in international co-operative efforts. The Mediterranean Action Plan,

discharges or activities which may initiate well beyond its shores, have the

which are sometimes deser ibed in idyllic but inoorrect ter~s. Many of the, problems

policies were evolved either with an imprecise appreciation of the consequences or

we face today have grown wi th us weE' the past decades. ,They grew as na tional

as we realize that cur environment is being adversely affected by human activity.
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we breathe, the light and warmth we need - all this is the concern of the human

intergovernmental agencies and other international and national specialized

initiatives under way, and one cannot fail to mention the work of the World
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propose solutions. My delegation would only underline the need for as broad a

the item will soon be discussed in detail, this is not the time to elaborate or to

importance to the human race, and indicates the positive action envisaged. Since

the common heritage of mankind-, reflects the vastness of the problem and its

The title of the new agenda item, "Declaration proclaiming climate as part of

the fact that the proposal was unanillDusly accepted as a matter of urgency

formidable report of the World Commission on Environment and Development, under the

SOmetimes the problem which faces us is of even greater dimensions, where we

put on the agenda for consideration at this session of the General Assembly, and

framework of the United Nations system. There are also other national and

individual nations. It is for this reason that Malta proposed that a new item be

inst.itutions, and the need for drawing up a co-ordinated plan of action which will

international initiatives, especially at the scientific level, and we have had the

Meteorological Organization and the United Nations Environment PrograJll1le within the

have to think more in global than regional terms. Climate, or, rather, the way in

study of the problem as is possible, given the resources of the united Nations, the

race as a whole. The problem itself is too big to be tackled piecemeal by

which human activity can affect changes in the world climate in general, wi th

by several speakers as a most important contribution to the issue before USo

demonstrates t.~at there is an awareness of the problem. In fact, there are already

consequences for the life we lead, the food we gr(7,ll, the land we inhabit, the air

chairmanship of Prime Minister Brundtland of Norway, which has rightly been praised

JP/m!:
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who have become victims to these forces that dwarf human efforts. Floods, winds,

efforts more effective for the benefit of all mankind. This sI'" 'uld not be a dream~

',0"'"T' .,

benefits which will also apply to situations such as these.

convinced that efforts in the field of conservation of climate will produce side

at least that the gods that cause such dislocation as past genera~ions exper ienced
_y well be found not in heaven or Hades but here on Earth amongst us.

droughts, storms, earthquakes - all took their toll. The world as a whole is

so many parts of the world in recent months, with grave consequences to the people

more effectively to understand the cause of such disasters and to preve~t them or
to minimize as web as possible the effects of such natural thenomena. We are

One cannot speak of future climatic changes that could affect our lives

required to help not only to make good the damage and to rehabilitate life, but

wi thout a reference to the spate of unusual natural disasters that have afflicted

should be hufible enough to admit that there is still more to be learned. We know

generations and civilizations have grown and died, some literally buried in sands

where lushness existed before. Those people .y not have realized what was going
on and ascr ibad their fa te to unfr iendly gods. Today we know more - though we

it should be stark reality for ourselves, but more so for future generations. Past

serve as a guide to all of us in a co-operative action which will make national
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Our attention is often drawn to problems, conflicts and disasters that make us
edu

forget that there are also p:lsitive developnents that require equal attent~on and

encouragement. Most speakers - and I myself - have made reference to some major

positive developnents, but permit me to put on record a few other, perhaps more

JlPdest, developments with which Malta is more directly concerned.

As a participating State in the Conference on Security and Co-operation in

Europe (CSCE), Malta continues to co~perate with all the 34 member States, but

more particularly with the participating neutral and non-aligned States on whom

falls the unenv iable task of trying to reconcile the initial distant v iews and

interests of the other States without forgetting that they themselves have

particular interests to safeguard. We are convinced that a positive end to the

Vienna follCM-up conference is now in sight. That should usher in a substantial

programme of action that should consolidate co~peration and security, not only on

the continent of Europe and the seas and regions immediately surrounding it, but in

an even broader area as tensions and suspicion subside.

I n the wider area of the z.bvement of Non-Aligned Coun tr ies Malta is pleased to

note that a wind of change is blowing that takes into account the changing

international scene, where the traditional military-bloc confrontation is giving

way to a real iza tion that the common will calls for more co~pera tion than

confrontation. The non-aligned countries of the world, whether members of the

Movement or not, have a constructive and supportive role to play in this

connection. All our efforts, all our pronouncements and our behaviour, should

encourage this trend towards detente.

The Comrnonweal th is another gr oup of nations that can - and does - con tr ibute

to greater international understanding and peace. Malta is pleased to participate

in Commonwealth training programmes for students and refugees from Namibia and
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south Africa and proudly continues to offer scholarships for that purpose in ita
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educational institutions.

Cmsciou8 that: our main resources are in the human field, we seek ways in

tthich we can exploit them to our benefit and that of the international community.
Earlier this year, following up the initiative taken by Mtlta in the United Nations
on the question of agitl';, we opened in Malta the United N11tion~ International
Institute on Aging. Wa were gratified to weloome the Secretary-General, His

EXcellency Mr. Javiep: Perez de Cuelar, on that occasion, thus further strengthening
. I

the agreement signed on 9 October 198/ between the Prime Minister of Malta and the
United Nations Secretary-General.

On saturCiay, 8 October 1988, the International Maritime Law Institute was

officially established in Mal.~. On that occasion we had the honour to. receive His
Elccellency Chandr ike P. Sr ivastava, Secretary-General of the International Mar itime
organization (!MO), 'iJlhich has given its name and sponsorship to that initiative.
The secretary-General of the ]MO, in officially declaring the Institute open,

explained that the Institute would fill a void that has long been felt for the

training of lawyers from developing countries in international maritime law.

In accfJrdanc:e with articles 276 and 277 of the United Nations Convention on

the law of the sea, the Government of Malta has taken the initiative of proposing
the establishmant, in Malta, of a Mediterranean centre for research and development
in mar ine industr ial technology, which would strengthen the implementation of the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. Malta already acts as host to the
!MO Regional Oil Combating Centre. Both initiatives would bring together the

resources of developed and developing countries for the benefit of all in the field
of the transfec of science and technology.
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Q\e of the most important decisions taken by the Beads of GcWernment of the

CORlllOnwealth at their OCtober 1987 meeting at Vancouver was the creation of a new
COIIlIlOI\wealth institution to promote co-operation in distance education. Malta ha::s
offered facilities Gnncentrating on marine studi"'s and the problems of small

States, and that offer has been accepted.

As a &1ropean country, Malta p1a~ a role in that region as well. I have

already referred to Malta's role in the (sCE. At this mment it is also offering

its services as Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Council of Europe.

That task came at a propitious Ii'Dment wen that Council is giving more attention to
greater co-operation and dialogue with European States that do not ypt meet the

criteria set up by the Council of Europe. The concept of a united Europe that
stretches to the Urals is one in which Malta beli6lves, and we wiU not lose any

opportunity to explore avenues that could bring it nearer to realization.

In the meanwhile the pcocess of closer co-operation and unity cannot be

stopped, and Malta seeks to follow the natural course open to it\ that of .

strengthening its links with the 8lropean Economic CoIrIIIunity. Within a few months

the Government of Malta has cleared the deck of the accumulated debris that had

stood in its way. That is not an end in itself, but a preparatory step for the
next logical one, namely, an application for full meDbership in the Community.

Thllt, i.n br ief, is the road of international co-operation that Malta has

folloued ba the last few men ths 0

l\s a small is land State in a sea that has seen the rise of one PC7fIer after
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another, Powers both military and cultural, we cannot but be aware of our openness

overlook the quality of life. The task ahead is not easy, but we would submit that

~ee that is necessary for developlllent, for ordered develo~nt that does flot

and vulnerability. We believe that only unity and friendship can safe9Uard the
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if the determination, effort and sacrifice that most nations are willing to make in

time of war, when the threat facing them is IDOre draraatic, were to be directed with

equal energy towards the pursuit of peace, we would be able to take the great.
str ides that are required to make the difficult easy and the impossible pOssible.

The'meeting rCl8e' at '1. OS, P .m.
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